Abstract. In the last years coupled atmospheric ocean climate models have remarkably improved medium range seasonal forecasts, especially on middle latitude areas such as Europe and the Mediterranean basin. In this study a new framework for medium range seasonal forecasts is proposed. It is based on circulation types extracted from long range global ensemble models and it aims at two goals: (i) an easier use of the information contained in the complex system of atmospheric circulations, through their reduction to a limited number of circulation types and (ii) the computation of high spatial resolution probabilistic forecasts for temperature and precipitation. The proposed framework could be also useful to lead predictions of weather-derived parameters, such as the risk of heavy rainfall, drought or heat waves, with important impacts on agriculture, water management and severe weather risk assessment. Operatively, starting from the ensemble predictions of mean sea level pressure and geopotential height at 500 hPa of the NCEP -CFSv2 long range forecasts, the third-quantiles probabilistic maps of 2 m temperature and precipitation are computed through a Bayesian approach by using E-OBS 0.25 • gridded datasets. Two different classification schemes with nine classes were used: (i) Principal Component Transversal (PCT9), computed on mean sea level pressure and (ii) Simulated Annealing Clustering (SAN9), computed on geopotential height at 500 hPa. Both were chosen for their best fit concerning the ground-level precipitation and temperature stratification for the Italian peninsula. Following this approach an operative chain based on a very flexible and exportable method was implemented, applicable wherever spatially and temporally consistent datasets of weather observations are available.
Introduction
Seasonal forecasting attempts to provide useful probabilistic information about the climate that can be expected in the coming few months. The seasonal forecasts target is not a possible snapshot of continually changing atmospheric conditions, but rather a likely preview of the main weather events occurring in a given season. Consequently long-term predictions fall into the realm of essentially probabilistic problems. Due to their chaotic nature, atmospheric states just a few weeks forward in time are predictable only in terms of a probability cloud, possibly conditioned to slowly changing variables, such as the ocean's surface temperatures. Global climate models based on ocean-atmosphere coupling are frequently used with an ensemble approach to sample the inherent atmospheric uncertainty (Leutbecher and Palmer, 2007) . There is a growing interest in a wide swath of user communities for the seasonal forecasts on both global and local scale, but the skill of the forecasts, as well as the type of the provided information, needs to be improved.
Remarkably the importance of a probabilistic way to communicate predictions, for instance weather warning, was already stressed at the beginning of the twentieth century:
"The most appropriate system seems therefore to be to leave to the clients concerned by the warning to form an idea of the value of loss/cost and to issue the warnings in such a form that the larger or smaller probability of the event gets clear from the formulation. The client may then himself consider if it is worth while to make arrangements of protection, or to disregard a given warning." (Angström, 1922) .
The method proposed here for probabilistic seasonal forecasts at high resolution starts from a climatological ensemble global model (the NCEP-NCAR CFSv2) and reduces the atmospheric complexity through a circulation types classification approach. The European project Cost Action 733 (2008-2010) gave a significant contribution for atmospheric circulation type classifications, in order to evaluate their skill in stratifying surface climate elements or other weather related environmental variables. The adopted technique rely on a discrete characterization of atmospheric circulations grouped into subsets (Huth et al., 2015; Philipp et al., 2014) . In addition, the other key factor of this framework is the increase of the spatial resolution, through a sort of statistical downscaling (see for instance Nikulin et al., 2018; to improve the dependence of climatic factors on geographical characteristics and orographic complexities. This goal was achieved thanks to the availability of a consistent high-resolution surface data, such as the E-OBS gridded datasets from the European Climate Assessment & Dataset project (Haylock et al., 2008) . Furthermore, a Bayesian procedure was used for producing probabilistic forecasts suitable for decision-making processes and risk assessment. The Bayesian algorithm merges the information coming from the ensemble monthly forecast (i.e the predicted probability for the possible circulation types) with the climatology of the predictands for each circulation type. The final output is the probability for each predictand given both the ensemble forecast and the climatological data, that is a single product which preserves the possibility to separately evaluate the different sources of uncertainty.
Further investigations will be carried out to characterize each circulations type in terms of occurrences of heavy precipitation, cold spells, heat waves, landslides, snowfall, or dry spells, which are very important variables for many activities like agriculture, water management, energy provision and severe weather risk assessment. Indeed the relationship between circulation weather type classifications and highimpact weather events was also shown in previous studies concerning extreme precipitation (Fernandez-Montes et al., 2014) , extreme temperature episodes (Kysely, 2008) , floods (Prudhomme and Genevier, 2011) , droughts (Russo et al., 2015) , and even lightning activity (Ramos et al., 2011) .
Data and method
The main core of the operative chain for the proposed methodology of seasonal forecasts is based on the weather type classification software package, developed within the project COST733 . This software has been used for both the calibration and the forecast module of the operative chain, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The calibration was carried out on NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis 2 data (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) between 1979 and 2015 through a sensitivity analysis detailed in a specific study (Vallorani et al., 2017) . In summary several circulation type classifications were computed with different classification methods, number of types and classification variables (i.e. predictands). Then such classifications were compared through the use of proper statistical indexes in order to assess the stratification of the ground-level precipitation and the surface air temperature across Italian peninsula. The PCT (Principal Component Transversal) and the SAN (Simulated Annealing) methods with 9 classes computed on MSLP and 500HGT (Vallorani et al., 2018) were selected as the best performing classifications for precipitation and temperature respectively (see in Fig. 2 the centroid maps for PCT09 and SAN09 classifications as a result of the calibration module, where the centroids are the central value of the class/cluster). Climatological values of rainfall amount, wet days (number of days with a daily rainfall exceeding the 0.4 mm sensitivity limit), and minimum, maximum and mean temperature were consequently calculated for each of the nine circulation types over the period 1981-2010, on a monthly basis.
The weather type classifier is also used operatively in the forecast module. Each of the 40 members of MSLP and 500HGT extracted from the NCEP -CFSv2 global model are converted into daily series of circulation types for the future 90 days. For each record of the 40 members the dissimilarity/distance between the record and the centroids are cal- culated and the circulation type number is chosen to be the one with the minimum distance. The probability output maps are finally computed trough a Bayesian algorithm (described in Sect. 2.1) which combine ensemble forecasts, circulation types and climatology.
In this paper a preliminary test is carried out on three case studies on Italy, all with important temperature or rain anomalies: June 2003, February 2012, and July 2014. The obtained results are then qualitatively compared with the observed values during these three months, taken from the E-OBS gridded dataset. Since the purpose of this first test is to verify the predicting capability of the climatological and circulation types contribution, rather than the goodness of the ensemble forecast (EF), the probabilistic weights coming from EF (the terms P (CT i |EF m ) in Eq. 2) have been collapsed to zero with the only exception of the one related : observations E-OBS versus the operational chain re-forecast: the E-OBS occurrence frequency of rainy days (a), the re-forecast probability of the rainy days occurrence (b), the E-OBS tertile climatological distribution (c), the re-forecast probability to stay below the lower tertile (d), the re-forecast probability to stay within the median tertile (e) and the re-forecast probability to stay above the upper tertile (f).
to the actually occurred circulation type, as derived by the Reanalysis 2 dataset. This is equivalent to assume a perfect forecast (all the members of EF predict the same circulation type), whereas in practice a spread of the members on different circulation types is expected. Finally the so predicted precipitation and temperature fields, and in particular the probability of having values below the lower or above the upper climatological tertile, are compared with the E-OBS values.
The Bayesian basic formula
The searched probability for the value x of a target variable, (i.e. surface daily mean temperature or precipitation) in a given day of the month m is conditioned to both the global ensemble forecast EF m and the climatology C m for that month. By the marginalization rule applied on the set of nine circulation types CT i , the searched conditional probability can be written as:
where the right hand term has been obtained by simply applying the product rule. The probability distribution P (x|EF m C m ) is thus expressed by the sum of products, each containing two terms: the first one, P (CT i |EF m C m ), is the probability that the circulation type i occurs at the day of interest given both the global ensemble forecast and the climatology; the second one, P (x|EF m C m CT i ), is the probability that the target variable takes the value x given the global ensemble forecast, the climatology and the circulation type i. The first term can be explicitly computed assuming that the ensemble forecast is significantly more informative than climatology in determining the circulation type occurrence, so making the climatology nearly irrelevant (indeed any seasonal forecast unable to improve climatological predictions is in practice useless). Hence P (CT i |EF m C m ) = P (CT i |EF m ). Similarly the second term can be easily computed if the value of the target variable is better determined by the climatology of each given CT i than using directly the ensemble forecasts: P (x|EF m C m CT i ) = P (x|C m CT i ).
Thus the conditional probability (1) can be definitely rewritten as:
where the first term of the product on the right hand side accounts for the circulation types predicted by the global ensemble model, whereas the second term is directly given by the frequency distribution of the x values for each circulation type, as extracted by the dataset on which the climatology is based.
As concerns precipitation, the dry days (precipitation below the 0.4 mm limit of sensitivity) has been preliminary separated by the wet ones, and then the rainfall amount given the day is wet extracted (from the observed data) or computed (as predicted probability for the observed value). 
Results
A first, little more than qualitative, verification was carried out on three months that are all characterized by an unusual occurrence of some circulation types, generating important temperature or precipitation anomalies. The monthly occurrences of each CT with respect to the reference climatological period are reported in Table 1 . For each case study two kinds of semi-quantitative comparison are shown: (i) the observed occurrences of rainy days (i.e. the fraction of rainy days within the month) versus the simulated mean probability of rainy day occurrences, and (ii) the observed monthly mean temperature (at 2 m) classified into 3 intervals according to the climatological tertiles (i.e. observed tertile climatological distribution) versus the simulated mean probability of having a day with mean temperature below the lower tertile or above the upper one, or within the two tertiles.
June 2003 is part of the hottest summer on record in Europe, with thermal monthly anomaly up to 5-6 • C on inland central-northern areas of Italy (Fig. 3c) . This month was thermally characterized by an extraordinary frequency of circulation type 7 in the SAN9 classification (+11 days compared to the climatological frequency), while the anomalies in PCT9 were less evident ( Table 1) . As shown in Fig. 3a and b, a good matching is found between the observed fraction of rainy days and the mean predicted probability, whose highest values are located in the alpine region and the lowest in southern Italy. Concerning the 2 m temperature, the simulation shows the highest probability (around 50-70 %) to exceed the upper climatological tertile all over Italy (Fig. 3f) . Moreover, the probability for values below the lower tertile (Fig. 3d) is low all over the country (around 10-20 %). This results are in good accordance with the observed monthly mean temperature (Fig. 3c) .
February 2012 was characterized by north Atlantic blocking to zonal flux and advection of continental Euro-Asiatic air masses into Mediterranean basin. Very cold spells occurred during the first half of the month with frequent snowfalls on central-southern Italy due to a quasi-stationary low between southern Tyrrhenian and Ionian Sea. The persistence of this kind of circulation was highlighted by a strong positive anomalies of circulation type 9 in the PCT9 classification, while negative anomalies of circulation types 1 and 8 were counterbalanced by positive anomalies of circulation types 5 and 6 for the SAN9 classification (Table 1) . Also for this case study the simulated probability of rainy days occurrence and the observed percentage of rainy days show very similar patterns and values all over the domain. Likewise, the observed monthly mean temperature fell below the lower tertile in good accordance with the predictions, with the lower tertile probability map (Fig. 4d) showing values between 50-60 % on a large part of the domain.
July 2014 was anomalously characterized by numerous instability episodes and fronts crossing Italy, determining negative thermal anomaly all over the Italian peninsula and several rainy days on central and northern Italy (Fig. 5a ).
According to these characteristics, Table 1 pointed out some anomalies in the circulation types and in particular a 6 days negative anomaly of circulation type 7 for SAN9 and a 5 days positive anomaly of circulation type 2 for PCT9. Concerning the percentage of rainy days ( Fig. 5a and b ), this case study shows less satisfactory results, despite the overall pattern remains quite well described. A lack of rainy days was evident on central and northern Italy (Fig. 5b) . On the contrary, the tertile probability maps for 2 m temperature show good agreement with the observed tertile climatological distribution.
Conclusions
The operative chain for seasonal forecast illustrated in this paper is a flexible and exportable solution for computing mesoscale probability distribution of surface meteorological variables, like temperature and precipitation. Spatial resolution is strongly dependent on the surface observation datasets. In our application of the method, the E-OBS gridded datasets (Haylock et al., 2008) at 25 km proved to be an acceptable solution for describing the geographical heterogeneity and orographic complexity of the Italian peninsula. However other consistent datasets could be used whenever they are available. For instance, a datasets at 5 km resolution based on a dense network of long series weather observations for central-north Italy is under development (http: //www.arcis.it/wp/en/home-2/, last access: 31 July 2018).
The circulation type classifications adopted in the operational chain were specifically selected and calibrated for the stratification of surface temperature and precipitation for Italy, but different types of classifications are available in the COST 733 catalogue (http://cost733.geo.uni-augsburg. : observations E-OBS versus the operational chain re-forecast: the E-OBS occurrence frequency of rainy days (a), the re-forecast probability of the rainy days occurrence (b), the E-OBS tertile climatological distribution (c), the re-forecast probability to stay below the lower tertile (d), the re-forecast probability to stay within the median tertile (e) and the re-forecast probability to stay above the upper tertile (f). : observations E-OBS versus the operational chain re-forecast: the E-OBS occurrence frequency of rainy days (a), the re-forecast probability of the rainy days occurrence (b), the E-OBS tertile climatological distribution (c), the re-forecast probability to stay below the lower tertile (d), the re-forecast probability to stay within the median tertile (e) and the re-forecast probability to stay above the upper tertile (f).
de/cost733wiki/Cost733Cat2.0, last access: 31 July 2018) for other European countries; alternatively a selection of the most suitable classification could be carried out for a specific region, as illustrated in other works (Vallorani et al., 2017; Broderick and Fealy, 2014) .
A further element of flexibility is due to the possibility to use any conceivable numerical model all over the world, provided it runs in ensemble mode and a suitable climatology is available. The Bayesian approach used to produce the output maps fully maintains the probabilistic nature of the driving ensemble global model and represents the essential link to any decision making process, such as the cost/loss model (Palmer, 2002) .
The simplified approach, based on Eq. (2), merges the information coming from the ensemble monthly forecast, the climatology and the circulation type classifications into a single product. Nevertheless this does not prevent one from evaluating separately the different sources of uncertainty. The method appears suitable for risk assessment analysis of extreme events strongly related to surface temperature and precipitation. Anyway the circulation types approach can be also extended to other variables like heat waves, cold spells, heavy precipitations or dry series, producing estimates for the occurrence probability of extremes, possibly at local scale and on a seasonal time horizon. The positive impact on agriculture, water management, energy and health system is easily understood.
The first preliminary test presented in this paper gives an idea of how good can be the matching between the probabilistic output and the observed monthly anomalies, even in case when strong anomalies occurred. As shown by the results presented here, if the monthly circulation types are correctly predicted, then a reliable forecast for the expected anomalies of rainy days and surface temperature becomes possible. The uncertainty coming from the prediction of the circulation types, as made by the ensemble seasonal forecast, could deteriorate the final probability estimation for the variable of interest, even in the case of highly informative climatological circulation types. Since we have not taken into account this aspect in the present study, further investigations on this issue are surely needed.
A verification procedure based on statistically consistent samples of measurements will be carried out in the near future starting from a retrospective seasonal forecast database (i.e. hindcasts of the ensemble NCEP-NCAR CFSv2), over a period of at least 10 years (Nikulin et al., 2018; Manzanas et al., 2018) . Hence, the skill of the entire framework of seasonal forecasts will be evaluated throughout a proper score, like the logarithmic score (Benedetti, 2010) based on the relative entropy between the observed occurrence frequencies and the predicted probabilities for the forecasted events.
Data availability. Text files of the two circulation type classifications (pct9 and san9) and the centroid values of MSLP and 500HGT (Fig. 2) are available to the following DOI (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1321007, Vallorani and Messeri, 2018) . The pct9 and san9 classifications were selected through a sensitivity analysis detailed in a specific study (https://doi.org/10.1002/joc.5219, Vallorani et al., 2017) .
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